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ABSTRACT
Experimn= data on steam-water two-phase flow in a large

diaeter (20", 0.08 cm LD.) vertical pipe at elevated pressures and
temperatures (2.8MPat3OC - 6.4MPaMC) have ben obtained
Void fiaction. twophase mass flux, phase and velocity distributions
as wen! as pressure drop along the test pip have been masurced
usg h Ontaio Hydra Technologies (OM Pump Tes Loop.

The void faction distrilutions wr fund to be axially qmmetic
and nry flat ov a ide ange of two-pase ow conditio The to-
phase flaw im could be infen-e fun t dynamic void thutuations
data. For the 280 C tests, the flow was found to be relatively stable with
bubbly flow at lw avage void fiacos and chum turbulent or Wspy-
annvla flow at higher void fctions At 230 C, the flow e rAe
oscillatory and dugging was suspected at latively low voids. iL has am
been oud that the avaage void fins in th test sian in be
ddmined reasonably accurately using he axial pessure drop data.

NOMENCLATURE
A area(m2)
DP6 - axial pressure drop fun differential pressure

trnsducer 6 (kPa)
DP7 -axial pressure drop from diffcrnta pressure

tAnsduc #7 (kPa)
G - mass flux (kgfm2s)
g - gravitational acceleation (ts)
h - distance between two xial pressure transducers (m)

J - momentu exchange factor see Equation (2))
N - attenuated am= flu (/CM 2s)
P pressure ()
a - velocity (IS)

Gek Symbols

a - void frction
a average void faction

AP pressure drop Pa)
p - density (ftItanh

av aveage
c - cre region of the test pipe
cw rgion between the core and all regions
h - axial pessurc drop

-- saturated water
g - saturated sam
t - gamma dnsitomer

J inlow ca(ltoS)
r attal
w =wal regin of the testpipc

6. C --� �/K.
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INTRODUCTION
No inf ion on stgamwater two-pha flow behavior in large

diameter pipes (10 or larger) at elevated pressures is available in the
open literature. However. ther we many applications, in he unclear,
chemical and petroleum induties among others where two-pase
flows in large diameter pipes at elevated pessures and temperatures
are cnamtered outinely or und accident scnanos.

In the nuclear industry the nxt genzation of reactors
emphasizes the elimination of active safety ystems and introduction
of passive components in order to improve reliability and safety. The
Simplifed Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR), currently under
development by the General Electric (GE) in the US in collaboration
with the Japan Atomic Pow Company (JAPC) among others is an
example of such reactor In the SBWR, natural circulation is
adopted for core cooling and the total core flow depends on the net
driving head between ie downcomer and the chimney. The void
fraction and void distribution in the chimncy thus exert a strong
infueince on the total core ow. Since there are no two-phase flow
data for the large chimney (about 6 m in diameter), a divided
chimney is proposed in the SBWR to avoid the complex multi-
dimensional two-phase flow bhavior. The large circular chimney is
subdivided into smaller square chimeys (or grids) each of
O.9mXO.9m in size. This size was chosen for casy access to the ful
assembly while maintaining a fully developed flow distribution
within each grid region (Shirallar et al, 1992). However, no reliable
steam-water data exist even for the smaller grids in the partitioned
chimney. The data are important from design and safety point of
view.

The objective of the current work is to obtain reliable
experimental data on stean-water two-phase flow parameters in a
24' diameter pipe (61.0 cm OD., 50.8 cm ID.) at elevated pressures
and temperatures. Void fractions, two-phase mass fluxes, phase and
velocity distributions as well as pressure drop measurements in two-
phase vertical up-flow have been made. The local void fractions and
velocities were measured using a multi-detector gana densitometer
and a five tap Pitometer, respectively. By conbining the two sets of
measurements, the two-phase mass flux could be obtained.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY
The Ontario H)*o Technologies (OH) Pump Test Loop with a

full-scale CANDU reactor pump was used to perforn ie study. The
pump was a vertical, single suction and double volute centrifgal
pump. The configuration of the OH Test Loop is shown
schematically in Figure I and specifications of the pump are given by
Chan et al (1995). The loop has three parallel, vertical inverted-U
branches, connecting the suction and discharge headers. Each branch
features a flow control valve and a venturi flow-meter. The loop
branches wve fabricated using 24' (61.0 cm OD, 50.B cm ID.)
carbon steel pipes and the suction and discharge headers were made
out of 36" (91A cm OD.) carbon steel pipes. The height of all the
branches was about 12 m which represents a length-to-diameter ratio
of about 24. The loop is designed for operations up to 9.4 MPa and
280 C in pressure and temperature, respectively.

ItPunp(Bn=NGSWX'hw)

2- Flow Codrol Val

3-1tivtu1 VaturiTube

4 aDemiamaneermd Fnve Tap Pimmeter

5- 24 Cbon tee Pipe ( 12 in kth )

6- Pfrowed S.s. mae Type Flow Swft*4 Va

Figure 1: Schematic of the test facility

Details of the Test Section
The test section is the riser of the branch closest to the pump.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the test section and the instruments
involved. The test section is a 12.4 meters long, 24" (50.8 cm LD.)
carbon steel pipe. The riser te s a perforated stainless steel plate
type flow straigtener located inside the pipe at about 2.0 meters from
its inlet above the discharge header and a venturi-metcr near the top
of the pipe. The flow through the test section could be controlled
using a flow control valve located at the downcomer of the branch. A
specially designed multi-detector gamma densitometer and a five-tap
Pitometer for local void faction and velocity heads measurements
were located at about 7.2 meters from the riser inlet. Pressure and
difEecrntial pressure transducers were also installed to measure the
pressure drop along the length of the test section.

Instrumentation
The test loop was extensively instrumnnted with a full

compliment of transmitters used to cover the process conditions of
the flow loop. They included pump and motor parameters, pressure
and differential pressures along the test section, void fraction, and
void and velocity distributions at about mid-height of the test section.
These instruments are described below in more detail.

, Multi-detector Gamma Densitometer
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the gamma densitometer used in

the present study. This gamma densitometer was specially designed
to measure void fraction and phase distributions in large diameter,
thick-walled steel pipes.

,{s,6 t C
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FIgure 3: Schematic of the mul-detector
gamma densitometer

The system could coint and process individual gamma pulses
from the scintillator. Energy discrimination was achieved by a single-
channel analyzer wiich could be set to band-pass the gamma energies
of interest.

The gamma densitometer was placed on a platform supported by
hangers. The platform was fixed to the test section so that possible
loop vibration under two-phase flow conditions would not affect the
gamma densitometer measurements. Details of gamma densitometer
platform are given by Chan etal.(199S).

Ihe void fction was determined from the attenuated gamma
intensities using he following expression,

Figure 2: Schematic of the test section

A Cesium-137 gamma source with a principal photon energy of
0.662 MeV was used. The 10-Curie Cs-137 line source supplied by
the 3M Electrical Specialties Division had a diameter of 12.7 nn
and an active length of 508 nmu. Lead collimators with four internal
partitions were provided on both sides ofthe pipe to define the beam
cross-section and to divide the pipe into five sections for chordal-
avemge void faction measurements. Lead partitions (19 mm thick
and 406 mm long on each side of the pipe) were used to reduce cross-
talk or interference from other beams. Transmitted gamma fluxes
were measured using five lO2mmXl02mrn Nal(TI) scintillation
detectors (101.6 rmn square) that have a high detection efliciency
(close to 1005S) and relatively good energy resolution. he latter
property was particularly important for the present study because of
the large number of scattered gammas present. Good energy
resolution makes it possible to discriminate against the lower cnergy
scattered gammas for better measurement accuracy.

In order to minimize system noises and obtain more stable
output signals, a pulse-counting signal processing system was used.
The system consisted of a pre-amplifier, a linear amplifier, a single
channel pulse height analyzer, a scaler for digital output and a
raterter for analog output.

In[J(I)/N(O)
(I)

N(aJ) - attenuated gamma intensity for a given void fraction aj

in the test pipe,
N(0) - attenuated gamma intensity when the test pipe is lled

with liquid only, and
N(a) - attenuated gamma intensity when the test pipe is filled

with vapor only.
Five chordalavcrage void fraction measurements (a. where j

I to 5) were thus obtained using Equation (1).
The OHT multi-detector gamma densitometer was calibrated

statically using a piece of pipe identical to the test pipe and airtwater at
room temperature. In the calibation, the pipe was dosed at the bottom
and'"simulators7 of different shapes and sizes were used to simulate
the different void and flow patterns. Details of the static calibration
wer described by Chan ct al. (1992). It was found that the measured
void fiactions compared very well with the actsal void factions in the
test pipe with a maxinmun deviation of about S% void. The ability of
the multi-detector gamma densitometer to identify phase distributions

t21 cC#3
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for diffnt cross-section average void factions was aso
demonstrated by Chan ct al (1992).

. Five Ta Pitometer lAnnubar)
Design details of the annubar are shown Figure 4. The annubsr was
made out of l.5S (38.1mm) pipe (XXH A106 OR B) with eight
1/8"(32mm) diameter boles drilled into the pipe diametrically along
its length as shown in Figure 4.

a - local void fwaction,
p, - steam density,

p - water density,

a local steam velocity,

local water velocity and
J - a momentum, exchange factor inging in value from I to 2 and
being a trng function of the void ftion as discussed by Reinian et
a!. (1984)

In the present anabsis, J Was assumed to have a constant value
of .O. The local dynamic pressure hads as measured by the
Pitoneter can thus be written as,

AP J 1 jp.K,2j +(I -a,)PNIil 00 i1a (3)

i rwELoLa, 24 RUN
2 rFLANGE, WaDN=
3- r BDmD FIARJ 4. 4NiPHCatE
4.rilmFRANGER.
5-rFLOTAWUCGASKET
6. 1-112S PE
7- TUBNG 3G16SS. Q02rWALL
5-CMMXWULTtXe1LEGLAND)

Pl - 6: SX Illr PRESSURE TAPS
TI ->T2 TWO 1=' THELXMCOUPE

Figure 4: Details of the five tap ptometer

Six I/8"(3.2mn) tubes were silver soldered to six of these
holes. Five of the holes were made facing the flow forming an aray
of five Pitot tube The maining hole at the middle perpendicular to
the others was used as the static pressure tap. Two 1/S(3.2mm)T-
type (Copper-Constantan) stainless steel-sheathed, pounded junction
thermocouples were fed through the two remainig holes for
temperatue masurements. The thermocouples were silver-soldered
to the end of the two holes. The tubing as well as the thermocouples
were then led out through blind flanges using CONAX multiple tube
gland.

Five Celesco differential pressure transducers (Model DP 30)
we connected to the stainless steel tubes to measure the velocity
heads for the five Pitot tubes. Ihe transducers had a ange of 0 to 34
kPa and were bled egularly to ensure that the connecting lines were
free fmm vapor bubbles.

The dynamic head in two-phase flows is given by (Anderson et
al., 1960),

where j takes the values from I to S.
Assuming no slip between the two phases (i.e. U1 = Us ), the local

mass flux can be given by

Ga (2P+ajPs +(I-a,)PD (4)

where AP, and a, are measured using the Pitometer and multi-
detector gamma densitometr, respectively. The total mass flux is
obtained from the local mass fluxes using the following expressions,

G,. a.-Gj (5)
Ar

and

A - , AJ* (6)

where A, is the total flow area of the test pipe while A. is the cross-
section area of the local pipe segment associated with measuring
volume j.

The methodology used to measure twophase mass fluxes was
verified both in vertical and horizontal two-phase flows using 4" SCH
80 pipes. Detailed descriptions of the calibration loops can be found
from Chan (1990). In both loop configurations, good agreement
(within 15%) between the measured and actual total two-phase mass
fluxes was obtained.

.Axial Pressure Pressure Drop Measurements

Two Celesco differcntial pressure transducers (Model DP 30)
were used to measure the pressure drop along the length of the test
section above the Pitometer as shown in Figure 2. The transducers
had the same range as those used in the annubar (i.e. 0-34 kPal

The axial pressure drop measurements were also used to deduce
the average void fraction in the test section assuming the axial
accileration and friction pressure drops were negligible. The average
void fraction, F,, , can thus be expressed as:

2P 1 ap, 4 + JOl - akp,u .
wheme

(2)

_- Pi AP- _. _ _

P/ -PI P -P gh

where:
AP, - pressure drop along the length of the test section

(, cCor4

(7)
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g - avititational acceleration and
h - the distance over which the pressu drop was meastaed.

The average void fraction as obtained from Equation (7) can be
compared with the average void fraction measured directly by the
multi-detector gamma densitomeer using the following o

Flo-Z A (8)

where a, is the average void faction obtained rom the gamma

densitometer measuremeuts

Empty pp conditions with steam at the sme temperatue wus
obtained at e cod of the test Unceainties in void ftion
measurements could thus be reduced significantl.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sin the est results different tests at te ane ninal

temperamt uere imd to be very similar, only two tests, em at each
temperature, we anz and discusse in the studyrportedhere.

. Data Acqulsitlon System
A PC based-data logger was used for data acquisition. Signals

frm a total of ninteen tansducers were acquired at a rate of 20 Hz
during the tests The parameters measured included the total pressure
and temperature in he test section, discharge pressure and
temperature, dynamic heads rom the Annubar Pitot tubes, axial
pressure drops, local void fractions, and pump head. Data acquisition
and analysis were performed using the commercially available
software package VIEWDAC.

TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE
The nominal operating cmditions in the test loop were contilled by

eat alltion frn the pump and heat removal by an air-cooled heat
cxchanger atach to the loop. Diving the heatup phase in preparation
for the tests e heat echanger was valved off so that the test loop could
be heated up frm room tempeture to 280 'C in about two and balf
hours. After die es loop attainedt e desired teupatire, a flow through
the beat exchanger was established to maintain the loop tempcrature
cant The flow through the beat exhanger was adjusted continually
ding the test as the pup motor pwer drpped off under twolphase
fow operation. Typically, the low tempau could be held to ithin 5
VC of he desired value.

Twoase flow in ie teat loop was created by daing water fian
the loop into a sae tank The void fiacton in te test section mas
monitored by the gma desitaneter ding the tests. Draining was
interrupted seveal times to maintain a constant void fiaction in the teast
section. Ihe flow bough the test secion could then be vaned by
adjusting the low control vale in the test section dowly and in seps
Thrce es section void fractions at 25S, 50Y and 75% w= attempted
during the tests to study he effect of raftg mIass Goates on two e
flaow behaviour in the test pipe. However. or dhe lwer temperature (230
C) tests, the pnup sopped pumping and the flow in the test section
dropped to z at the intmediate void fraction of about Me0 when the
lWw in ie test section was reduced prgressively by cling the flow
econtrl valve. 7b orc , test data were obtined only in the lower void
range for the 230 'C tests. he twophase mass fux in the test section was
varied fin about 500 to 2000 kg4'ms in both 

Since the twopase flow conditions in m test loop and te test
section were varied dowy, it may be assumed that quasi-stedy ate
conditions Pevailed duing the est and uxM topase flow test data
could also be obtained when the loop was being drained.

The test arocedure alsofirded -t calrationfor the ganur
densitometer in each test. At te begining ofthe test, full pipe conditions
with water at the test tepeture wre bained for the five detectors.

TranslentTest Data
.Void Fraction
The tansient aeage void fction in the s pipe for he two

tempeature conditions ae shown in Fg s S and 6, repectively. The test
data shown here have been averaged over 3.6 second to ruce
fluctuations. The actual test data can be foumd fun Chan et al. (1995) The
average void factioxs were obtained fr Ibe five local id fction
measurements by using Equation (8) It n be seen that ro void was
dected in the test section for a signiicant lngt of time into the test, due
to condensation of stean in te pump impeller at low pFp sin voi
Noghrehkar, ct a.!(1995) found that for suction void fiactons below about
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temperature of 280 OC
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15%, all he ste eodenscs i* te pvp and Do voids en= in h
pmnp disnmr to WW ~"a test Wtion Wus Conmected' Afla the
initial period, the tearn oid jo the test section incrensed steadily.

ii W aoppd ata fe, .j.1 kis D vay the flow rate in te test
eti by d g he posi ..i d eow controlvalve as desibed in

theTestPocedu md a
For the higber tpa 0 ' tlue void v=els a

25%, 55%/ and Ch we: usl I e iF r ) was Ibud that the void
fiactim in the te section resnat in
the t iciwasredced at ii I WC) b UwXd veLS. At the 30% void
level, the average void fiction .. die s action deased significantly
wten th flow we was vie . I s effect us more pon ced ir the
230 IC tests (Fiure 6) Thc d ved void versus flow characteristics in
the ts section cdd be rcsutl on t w s pup bWaviour and

the test oop cadlgueatiorL At s oop voids, the pump bead WM be
higy degri n increas i resistance in the test section due
to closing of the W Control 4Jve can have a major impact n the
disribtion of th twophase fit- uo the tr bince including the test
section fm the dischar -l (i c 1) i fact, in te owr

temperature 23 Cts) * pe ulating the water when

the lw to the s sec(n the control valve
connected to the test seti) a1 sXg void les aigure 6) The waer i

tee sectiort then nrod a uter column in the
bor half of the t sCton . . by th lile prnp ead still
available. The v e2 until the pup was

sh doun and th e uoerin thca * - s n o the bcder An
crpty pipe Condition was the

The five tnt local void fltoneasurements were obtained as
describd previouly. The void distnUtions across th diameter of dm test
ppe ws plotted at different times during the ansients as diow in
Figures 7 and 8 &r the high and bws tcperature sts, respectively. i
both cases, the t lal void fiaction suremens dose to the pip
wals, a and a.% am nearly equal and ae lowu tham he void fiactions in
the middle of the pipe a. a, an a. Maximum diffemaces of about
9% void for the 280 C test and about 13% for the 230 C g w=
bA Itcanalsobe sflhat a, anc4 every dose toeac othe.
How , since tie counts fh GDO2, GD#3 and GDX4 am afected by
tie low void rgion near te wall, the tet section crass section was
divided into fte cwn c regions as aloun schematically in Figure 9.
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A iniple geormetrical transionnation was tn esnployed in orda to
obtain the wall void faction a. and t te void factim a, and he

void faction for the region in between a,.. The results ae alown in
Figures 10 and 11 fr the high and lowe tRatue tests rtively.
Ma um differeoc of about 15% void and 22% void were ind
betwethe core and ie "iu0onsfor th2M-C and 230Ctests.
respectively.

.Mass Fluxes

Thl kansient total nass fluxs in the te section we show in
Figures 12 ad 13 respectively for the 280 * and 230 1C tests. Aga, the
lest data sow have b= averaged over 36 e to educe
fctuations. The actu tes data ean be foend in dza et a(l995. Me
lal ms fuxes wcre obtained once by nploing as,, as in Equation 4
and aotha by cmploying a, . a,, and a, ine w ame equation. The
average ad mw=a reative deviadins of the cmsponding values
obtained usng the tw pocede wsre found to be negligbe at about
0.65 % and 1.7 YV, rspectively.

It can be seen that the nass fuxesmde rd steadily as the loop void
inresed due to pump head degradation under t hs flow operations.
Mc range of mass fe of iftee was fond to vay between 500 and
2000 kgbm2s when a substantial amount of void was present in the test
pipe. The dips in the total a flux resulted fii slow dosing and
opening ofthe flow conttol valve in the test sation at given void levels

Th flow distiutions a oss the diameter ofthe test pipe we plotted
in Figures 14 and 15. sectively for te two test conditions at difrnt

ies g te transients.
Ie single-hase sat fow profiles were als obtained at time z it

vwas found that the single-ase low profiles were sAwed with much
highe mam fles in the 'sote region of the test pipe far both cases

This flow asymmetry is n probably due to the entrnce efats at Mhe
s pipe et as the flow enters the verical riser fnm the horizontal

headeras sown schniically in Figure 16.
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Tbe fluid partices ming toward th outer wall of e test pipe wioud
move r tian tIe fluid pticles moving cloe to the imzr wall of the
pipe due to the centrifiga accelea tion. his behavicr is cmnonly
observed in branching flows (Seer t .(19861 Ppp t al.(1983)
Lahey ct aL(1990) and lamnnier et aI(1991)) The flow profile,

vwcr=, became less assemetrc as tme progressed and high void
fiactions eied in th test pipe This is Qectcd since he presce of
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Figure 15: Local mass flux distribution at
a nominal temperature of 230 C
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FIgure 14: Local Mass Flux Disttibution at
a Nominal Temperature of 280 °C

Figure 16: Flow Orientation at the Test Pipe Inlet

stavoids in the ts pipe WaUld enhance turbuletce and promote radia
mdn g which cisequertly would resut in flaQting of the elocity
profile. This is especially rue for the 280 °C test as wnu in Figure 14.
Howver, the effed of test pipe void fiaction on the flow profile was less

cvidnt in tie 230 'C test as shown in Figure 15 due to the lower
mm m void fimcdon attained in the test

. Axial Pressure Drops
Presst drop along the test section was meaued at tw locations

downstream of the Pitameter and gamma densitometer as dipicted in
Figu 2. Actal bmsient test data for both DP6 and DP7 are given by
Chan et al.(1 995) for tie two test cnditions crtsidered They are redeed
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and c ad here in Figur 17 rde20 'C lestItabeseen that the
two measureents behaved esntially i the sarne monr as caqected.
Sine the ficidoal and aceleratim p e drops we negligible i te
iresInT tests, DP6 and DP7 cm be used to calla the avestge void
fraction in the test section as dc='be peviously.

Th aragedeviatcisof W.4 fiun , e fi tobe6.1% forthe

280 Ctest and 1Y at 230 C icing Sreaw dism ncy betwe de
two void fiactions. Ingenma, the average void fractiors based on p=x
drop mesunnents %we bmad to be sltly lowu than the pam
densitometer = =nents in both ass This is due to the ihct that the
aceleration and fictial pressx drops w igred in the hydrostatc
head claulationr. The diflfence tend to increasc as void inceaes It
sould also be coted that gsrea daa scar in ft low npape
(230 C) cas (FigWe 19) ;-ficates t the twojise flow is more
mcmfatay. 
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FIgure 17: Axial Pressure Drops at a Nomina
Temperature of 280 0C

The average void fictions in the test section calculited fin the al
prsi drop masunents, NhJ. *vm ecopard with the
crrexiding values obtained using the gaina densitometer, F, as

shown in Fres 1 and 19, rspectively for the twe ueraurr
condons investigatedL Good agnu was obtained in both cae

1.0

AVMUACt za ,

Figure 19: Average vold fractions sg versus average

void fracUons (coap) at a nominal temperature of 230 C

Dynamic Local Vold Fluctuations
The potertial for using the dyac local void fluctions to identiim

a-phse flow regimes in e test Section ewas investigatedL Ped inan
observations r e pented below.

Tlhe lal void fuctuations at difirent averae voids for the 280 C
test a shrn in Figure 20. Only c4, a and or3 are shown because of
symmety. rune periods of 20 seconds se shown in the figure. Mm void
fluctuaions wee acquired at a fhquny of20 Hz.
In general all the c void neasments show a smila pattern of
flucuations f a given avcrage void fiactions. At ower voids, the
lucatons tend to be kirly unifonm and hae ratively low apltude

and high fncpnc. This mens that the flow regime is most likely bubbly
flow. A igher voids, the void ftioris show a distinct lower
Alqny cmponent with lage density vaiats. This may indicate the
reakdown of homogenmus bubbly flow and the iahix x of r

wih high bubble density or even gs slugs lowd by rgons with low
bbble density or liquid dugs. With a fAth ies in avege void
fiactrs, the luctation e daiinate moc by te low fuency
oscillations representtive of annular flow. It may be ated that the
flow regime is approwcing chur or wispy-annular flows

Tke dynamic void fluctuations for the lower WRt (230 C)
test hon n Figue 21 for two di nt void levels. It am be seen

that cvn at latively low average voids, te flctuations are dominated
by low fieuency and high amplitide oscillat Th fucuations

C1 Icc4 ~

I
..

AVRA (U

Figure 1: Average vold fractions (q,,) versus average
void fIactons (, ) t a nominal emperature of 280 VC
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Figure 20: Vold traction fluctuations at 280 *C

incresed significantly at higher voids. Ths strongly suggests t th Dow
was bighly tastable and suging might be occuting in the test pipe- h is
also intrestin to ote that the oscillations re essentially in phase for a11
five locl void measurenm :ts at the higher void level. Mis may imply dta
large water or s slugs wath diameters lose to the diameter of th test
pipe m passing through at regular intervals. Howve, it is very difficult
fiam this nfonnation alone to conclude that slug flow as tditioally
defined in lieature existed. Some evidences fin air-water cemeA s
at atmospheric pressure in lage diameter pipes sorm to supprt the =n-
existence of slug ow in large diaeter pipes. Lasson (1987) indicated
bhat slug flow was not materialised in a 30scm vaeical pipe and instead,
a bnsition fim buby to bbly-chur Dow wth strong local
recirculation patterns took place. Hafshemi t 1(1986) cancluded that for
the 30San pipe test, slug flow was not observed and ather the flow
regime progrssed flom bubbly to a cumi-tpe flow with the presence of
lag bubs ofabot 15-an in diameter. Okuki et aL(l 995) did not
recogise air slugs which occupied ihe flow path in a 48a vertical pipe
with IJD of 41 This behaviour may be oxlained olowing die teory
developed by c t aL(1994). The teory is based on te
hypothesis that the brkup of fld particles will take place when the rate
of growth of a distutbance at the inerace between the dispsed and
continuous phass is er han the rate at bich it propagats around that
itcrface. Th implies that there e situatios where bubbles am not

coalesce to form slugs that are as large as the pipe dimeter nd
conseuently slug Bow amation is prevented.

77ME (SECONDS)

Figure 21: Vold fraction fluctuations at 230 *C

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on te preiminay analysis of the test rsults obtained, ihe

following conclusions can be awn m

1. At anal tenpe e of 280 'C, the avcrage void fiaction in the
test stion reachd 80/ and the twohase mass fux could be
controlled in steps fin SO0 to 1400 kW sa t the highst void level.
The void range was more retricted for th lower tmperature case,

and the maximum average void fiaction attained wus for the 230 C
tests was about SWV.

2. Igh qulity twolhase flow tet data in a large diameter vertical
pipe w= obtained. The void fzuction distributions werc fosuzd to be
smmetrical with respect to the pipe axis and the void profile vas
relatively f across the diameter ofthe pipe over a wide range of
two-phase flow canditions.

3. he flow profiles were found to be skeed across the diameter of the
test pipe with higher mas fluxes in the 'uter region of the pipe.
The fow profile, however, became Is assymmetic as void was

created and inreased in the test pipe. This may be a tbuted to the
increased tutbulence and radial mixing provided by the presence of
steam bubbles.

4. Average void factions calculated frn the axial pesse dop data
were hnd to be in good agreement with those obtained using the
gama densitometer.

S. The twoabase flowregi in the test pipe maybe inrred fiam the
d5=mic void fluctuations. For the 280 ' tsts, b by Bow was
considered to exist at low void factions At highe void fractions.
thre were indications that the flow may become chun tbulent or
wispoanular. For the iwa temperatare 230 eC) sts, there were
indications that lage slugs might have existed even at relatively low
voids, but this needs to be father confirmed.

6. The twophase flow in thc teat pipe was rively stable for the
higher temptu 280 C) tests. Howve, it was rather osilay
at lower temperate (230 c

CK. CG Z
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